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Joy as a
Transformative
Activator
Native Art Department (International)
at the Crisp-Ellert Art Museum

project begins with an invitation, asking
“Who is this for?”2
The show “Bureau of Aesthetics,” organized
by Mercer Union (Toronto) is a traveling
show, reimagined for each space, in close
proximity with curator Julia Paoli. It is

making, in word games and playful symbols
that expand into a kind of transformative
joy, like an echo of laughter. Acknowledging
formalist structures and tendencies within
the art historical cannon of the past 70
years (ish) or the austere glamour of
minimalism and the seduction of wit are

Hot Tip Tiger Tail: The words bounce off
the tongue in the satisfying manner of a
hook or a pounce, something that feels
as good to say as it does to think about.
The phrase describes and offers context
to a 120-inch-long sculpture made of
two-by-fours painted with tiger striping.
Linguistically playful and in a kind of
idiomatic free fall, the titular tiger stalks
pop culture, nursery rhymes and iterations
of camouflage, in this instance it was
created as a way to measure time during
a residency. However, thinking about this
piece, it can also pay court to the idea of
the artists’ “right to opacity” as espoused
by philosopher Édouard Glissant.1 That is
to say, the right to one’s own irreducible
singularities. Though there is a level
of clarity for the viewer there is also a
sense of the personal, idiosyncratic, and
situationally absurd.
Tiger Tail (2019-2021) is the work of
Native Art Department (International) a
NYC-Toronto based artist collective founded
by artists Maria Hupfield and Jason Lujan.
As an ongoing project, the artists adopt
the language and administrative position
of a bureaucratic entity, albeit one with
permeable boundaries, to address concepts
of kinship, relationality, non-competition,
and decolonial politics. It is a project that
ncompasses physical as well as online
spaces, typified by art objects, amplification
of artist voices, and reading groups. It is a
love note from artists to artists; and each

They are just one work that are embellished
with tin jingles, the small metal cones that
ornament contemporary Native American
jingle dresses worn for healing and
originate from the Anishinaabe Nation.
With an emphasis on the handmade her
creations shift expectations toward the
unexpected and point to new imaginings.
The gray of the felt in her work invites
a meditation on the color itself. Of the
midtone, writer Mira Schor has noted:
“In the twentieth century, grey is often
a virtuosic act and an academic one,
showing an artist’s ability to work every
aspect of a discipline.”5 Gray, as a color
is also the midpoint between black and
white, so inherently pushes back against
essentialization and black and white
reductivism in narrative that might be
cast on to her work. Used collaboratively,
Hupfield’s felt-works are understood by
the artist to embody place. “[She] uses
felt as a kind of neutralized material that
foregrounds the way objects are used
rather than focusing on their materiality.
[The] works become pieces of the place
and time of their making that one carried
along to another, distant spot.”6

relinquishment of object ownership/
placement recalling—to a certain
extent—Rauschenberg’s Combines and
an expansion of collaboration. Insofar
as most exhibitions are a collaborative
effort between multiple parties, this
hands-off approach underscores NADI’s
goal to undermine the structures of art
historical classifications, and in so doing
free artists from systems/institutions of
power. With this come tacit critiques of
collectorship, connoisseurship, objecthood,
and academia executed in a manner
that obfuscates and frustrates even as it
reveals. “We think of it, and then we do it,
and then we measure our own satisfaction
against it,”3 said Lujan.
It is worth declaiming here that the very
act of attempting to encapsulate, to
explain these works and ideas feels rather
like lumbering into a room of dancers,
or of trying to unpack the joke when
everyone is already laughing. That is to
says in the action of writing, so much of
the wit and associated linguistic/ideological
ideas get obscured.
As artists, both Hupfield and Lujan
underscore their responsibilities as
members of Indigenous communities: Lujan
is Chiricahua Apache (Texas) and Hupfield
is an Anishinaabe citizen of Wasauksing
First Nation (Ontario). Within NADI, there is
the kind of nimbleness based in craft and

present in both artists’ work, though in
tactile and materially different ways.

“Bureau of Aesthetics,” (KADIST San
Francisco, 2019 iteration) presented
boundaries and reflected selves, stuttering
stoppages to reconfigure the space in

in There is no Then and Now; Only Is and
Is Not a video of Bronx-born artist Dennis
RedMoon Darkeem dancing in full Yamasee
Yat’siminoli regalia. The viewer is given the
luxury of access in the spare film which is
interspersed with quotes from Darkeem
detailing his experiences as a Native man
of color. This discourse recounts how his
own experiences have been forced through
the frame of white supremacy: The idea
that he has had to defend who he is,
because Native people have never had
a hand in defining themselves.
“One time at the Shinnecock pow wow in
New York a White man who said he was
Seminole from Florida started interrogating
me. I asked why he felt he could ask me
personal questions. He replied that you
don’t see too many dark skinned Indians
down south.”7
Lujan expands on this idea, “What happens
is the dominant society actually defines
what it is to be Indigenous or what the
Indigenous experience is. And then once
that definition has taken hold anything
outside of that particular constraint is an
aberration. What’s really happening is that
you’re creatively constraining Indigenous
creators who are then forced to only
create that particular expectation or that
fetishization of an aesthetic.”8

Lujan’s personal works are semiotically
informed, passing back and forth between
icon and index. In this movement, the artist
has referenced plasticity with Indigenous
languages and deploys patterns as a
stand-in for language. For Lujan it is of
interest to see how and if culturally specific
visualities can intersect or be blended with
each other.4 It is compelling to imagine that
in part, this work is a result of the artist’s
life in New York City—where camouflage
and military-inspired clothing move back
and forth between streetwear and haute
couture. His dazzle installations can exist
at an intersection of fashion and his own
investigations into sign and language as
typified earlier sculptural works that critique
military vehicles, like the Apache helicopter
(Apache Gold, 2013).
Hupfield’s works are also adjacent to the
presentation of the (her)self as mitigated
by street fashion; though the central thrust
of her work is focused on collaborative
performances and recollections of everyday
contemporary life. Using industrial grey felt,
she weaves, sews, and embellishes three
dimensional objects that are activated
via performance and as such call back
to regalia. Striking among these are
Backwards Double Spiral Jingle Boots,
2017 a pair of boots crafted from gray felt.

a manner that at points stymies and
confounds, placing the viewer’s body
in opposition to and co-conspiratorship
with the work at hand. While the piece,
Double Shift, 2018 a double-ended,
legless painted canvas “jumpsuit” spanning
about four meters doesn’t require physical
repositioning (it was laid out on the floor),
it invited the viewer to imagine a kind of
intellectual bi-location: not representative,
but (re)collective. That idea is present too

Hupfield and Lujan posit that artists have
the responsibility to be cultural producers
and agents of social change. NADI
affords the artists the freedom and space
to “advocate for positive progress and
gather with like-minded artists for lasting
change and critical accountability to Native
American Nations.” And since the
ideological perimeters are flexible and
responsive, the Department can respond

with immediacy to topical issues, while
planning larger projects. NADI facilitates
visibility and cataloguing, to ideas and
artists that while undergirded by (often)
Native/Indigenous identity or philosophies,
are very deeply engaged in the work of
being in and of this time, this world.
“There’s just so much baggage around
anything indigenous or anything native and
it’s, you know, we really want to be able to
get to a place where we can also talk about
the art and that we’re [not just] cultural
ambassadors,”9 said Hupfield.
Too this material forces a reconsideration
of favorites like Joseph Beuys who cloaked
himself in ideas of a “shamanic tradition”
and others who engage in a non-specific
kind of “bland pan-American Indianism.”10
“It’s problematic to try to define Native
America or the Indian experience, so we
do our best to refuse being categorized
in terms of discourses on identity
politics and postcolonial studies,”11 said
Hupfield in a 2016 conversation with
Hyperallergic. As NADI centers artists with
“demonstrated ongoing commitment to
Native American communities” in their
work, more discourse on opportunism
would be counterproductive. Except to
touch on the petty grifter nature of coopting post-European contact perceptions
of authentic Indigenous(ness); typified by
things like horses and glass-beads. While
tacitly raising questions of who profits from
perpetuations of historistic ideals.
Making work as a part of a collective is an
exercise in trust. And though the artists are
married, studio space can be a different
sort of dynamic so negotiating personal
boundaries and working together takes
on a risk. Not just of formal or ideological
success or failure, but of co-captaining
ideas. “free play” a 2016 exhibition at
Trestle Projects (Brooklyn), grew out of a
shared residency in the space, where the
artists would go in after one-another and
respond to works left behind. Talking about
the action of working together, the notion
of intimacy and an informed intuition pops
up, “The thing about our aesthetic choices
are that they’re pretty freewheeling. When
we approach art either the aesthetic
experience works for us, or it doesn’t,”
said Lujan. The artists also talk about
setting a specific goal and task allocation,
“It’s a highly productive intensive process
in the moment and then we move on,”
contributed Hupfield.
As individuals and a collective their works
underscore the great value in careful
scrutiny and a well-timed joke. Not only
for the nuanced and layered content that
elegantly moves from one idea to the next,
but too for a method of
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curation that has space for works that are
minimally or textually situated and also
those that are chromatically saturated.
Theirs is a charmed playful aesthetic with
notes of low-fi DIY and public television
vibes. Earnest and joyful, with moments
of pause next to sparkling-eyed wit, the
work feels celebratory even as it points
towards deeper areas of discourse (from
a personal-via-the-Native Art Department
“organization’s” perspective). NADI is
cloaking jokes within an adopted
institutional identity, and never wasting
a motion or gesture. For Hupfield “That’s
part of the fun of it for Jason and I, that
we’re combining forces and we get to spin
off each other through material
intimately […] We support each other.
But we’re not, like, getting messy with it
[…] we’re bringing everything we have
with us and participating in a conversation
on our terms.”
“Bureau of Aesthetics,” Crisp-Ellert
Museum, Flagler College, January 22April 16, 2021.
Flagler College stands on formerly
Timucua land.
Madeleine Peck Wagner,
January 2021.
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There is no Then and Now; Only Is and
Is Not, 2018, single-channel video, color,
sound, 5min. Courtesy of the Artists.
Drink Bar For Two, 2016, sculpture, sake
bottles, pink light, and shelf. Courtesy of
the Artists.

